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Opening Reading: Fools 
 

I’m looking for a few good fools. 

Not idiots, though Lord knows those 

are thick on the ground. I mean 

proper fools—the court jester who 

speaks truth to the king, the tarot card 

Fool who dances blithely, little dog  

at his heels, on the edge of a cliff. 

Of course the chasm is real, 

and more dangerous than you can imagine: 

famine and drought, corruption and greed,  

war and genocide—it’s all there. 

 

Which is why I’m looking 

for fools. Fools who know how 

to juggle not just balls, but possibilities, 

who can keep incompatible ideas  

simultaneously aloft. 

Fools who step lightly, who dance 

because their feet are tired, 

and there are rocks in the road. 

Fools who know that sometimes 

the only way to find a new path 

is by getting lost. 

 

I’m not saying the job is easy. 

Bumps and bruises are assured, 

and the pay is literally a joke. 

Still, the work is not  

without its rewards. The view  

from the cliff is extraordinary,  

and the company divine. 

Who doesn’t want to journey 

in a cloud of laughter?  

And what on your full agenda  

is so much more important? 

 

You know you want to join the merry band. 

Here is your badge. Commence. 
 
 

  



I suppose most of us have our dirty little secrets – nothing criminal, mind you, but the 

sort of details of our lives that we would just as soon the rest of the world would ignore.  

The kinds of habits that we suspect would make our friends titter behind their hands, 

should they find out.  In my case, it’s too late.  People already know.  And they don’t titter 

behind their hands, they openly laugh in my face.  But there it is, you might as well know: 

 

I dance with my dogs.  I don’t just bop around the living room while hops about, or pick 

up his paws and scoot him around the floor.  No, when I say I dance with my dog I’m 

talking fully choreographed numbers, with spins and jumps and weaves and kicks.  And 

costumes.  And yes, competitions. Now, you may think that rolling around on the floor—

in perfect coordinated timing—with a dog is a ridiculous thing to do.  You would, of 

course, be absolutely right.  It’s ludicrous, preposterous, verging on loony.  That’s why I 

love it so much. 

 

In a world that seems more and more dominated by the profit/loss, bang-for-your-buck, 

bottom line, it pleases me more than I can say to do something which has no 

commercial value.  In a world that seems more and more shaped by marketing gurus 

and political spin doctors telling us what to want and what to believe, I take joy in having 

something that no one could predict I would have wanted.  In a world of conventional 

business suits and inevitable law suits and the pursuit of commodified happiness it suits 

me fine to do something that is just plain odd.  As far as I’m concerned, the world could 

do with a few more peculiar pleasures.   

 

As the poet/farmer Wendell Berry puts it in his poem “Manifesto: The Mad Farmer 

Liberation Front”: 

Love the quick profit, the annual raise, 

vacation with pay.  Want more 

of everything ready-made… 

And you will have a window in your head. 

Not even your future will be a mystery  

any more.  Your mind will be punched in a card 

and shut away in a little drawer. 

When they want you to buy something 

they will call you.  When they want you 

to die for profit they will let you know. 

So friends, every day do something 

that won’t compute. 

 



Doggy dancing just doesn’t compute.  It isn’t sexy.  We are clearly not on our way to 

fame and fortune.  We just look like a couple of goofs having a good time.  I have come 

to see this as a profoundly political and spiritual statement. 

 

No, really.  After all, what does religion teach but the need to come at the world with 

fresh eyes? Buddhist meditation is all about shifting perspective, including moving out of 

the usual realm of thought through meditation on a koan, a puzzle which cannot be 

solved logically, but only by releasing the mind into a more enlightened state.  Jesus 

taught through such paradoxical statements as “the last shall be first and the first shall 

be last,” and “whoever would save his life must lose it.”  Sufi dervishes seek 

enlightenment through spinning around and around in circles.  Spirituality around the 

world pushes at the boundaries of the conventional, the expected, following the Spirit, 

which “bloweth where it listeth.” Every time we do something that “doesn’t compute” we 

become a little more free, a little more open to the tuggings of the Spirit.  Every time my 

dogs and I go for a spin around the floor I know I am a little bit out of my mind—and 

consequently, a little bit further into my body and my heart.  

 

Of course, doggy dancing is not for everyone—nor would I want it to be.  What delights 

me is the never-ending variety of ways that people go gently off their rockers, developing 

passions for things that Madison Avenue never thought to sell.  When I was in high 

school I dated a guy who showed miniature daffodils.  Who could resist a dude who was 

happy to join his parents in packing up a car-full of tiny flowers to spend the day in a 

drafty exhibit hall with a bunch of other daffodil nuts?  We’re in touch every now and 

again by Facebook.  He did his Masters thesis in Computer Science on cataloging the 

taxonomy of wild mushrooms, and last I heard was director of infomatics for Woods Hole 

Ocenographic Institution. I don’t even know what that means, but it seems like a good 

job for a fan of computers, daffodils and wild mushrooms.   

Some years back I met a woman who was about to quit her job at the post office, where 

she’d worked for 37 years, so that she could start a business renting out hats.  “Formal 

top hats?” I asked, “or cowboy hats, or what kind of hats?”  “Church lady hats,” she 

replied.  Turns out this woman has a passion for hats, and owns some 250 fancy church-

going hats.  “The good Lord woke me up one night,” she said, “and put the whole idea 

into my head, name and everything.  I’m going to call it The Hat Library.”  Minister May, 

as she introduced herself, was clear that she wasn’t looking to get rich.  “I just want any 

woman who needs a fancy hat to be able to wear one.  It’s a ministry for me.”  God 

works in mysterious ways, indeed. Some time later I heard Minister May interviewed on 

the radio about how the economy was affecting her hat library, so I guess she made a 

go of it. 



 

My own father managed his mid-life crisis by quitting his corporate job and buying a 

bassoon.  He had a checkered career history ever since, but the bassoon has remained 

constant, cheerfully honking and tooting through endless hours of chamber music and 

symphonic music and exercises and scales.  Then he developed a passion for the 

baroque bassoon, which is, if possible, even loonier than modern bassoon. My dad is 

the only senior citizen I know who goes to music camp. 

But trading in a job for a bassoon is nothing compared with the all-out zaniness of, say, 

John Freyer, who catalogued and sold nearly everything that he owned, from his kitchen 

cutlery to his personal hygiene products, his Star Wars sheets to his taco shells, on e-

bay. He sold more than 600 items including his false teeth, a full size office copier, 

personal photographs, and his winter coat (in the middle of the winter). Now, people 

don’t usually go this far with Jesus’ advice to sell all that you have, but the story gets 

better. When the auction had ended, he sent the high bidders a brief history of the object 

they had purchased. Freyer then requested updates from all bidders on their new 

objects, tracking the personal life of each item as it went on its merry way. And then he 

embarked on a journey to visit the various places where his stuff had ended up, following 

his belongings as little ambassadors into new relationships all over the country. 

 “As soon as the generals and the politicos / can predict the motions of your mind, / lose 

it,” writes Berry.  “Leave it as a sign / to mark the false trail, the way / you didn’t go.”  In a 

perverse but incontrovertible kind of logic, I have come to believe that that the only way 

we can change the world is by doing things differently.  In the words of Audre Lorde, 

“The master’s tools will not dismantle the master’s house.”  

 

The sad fact of the matter is that there is a faction of people with considerable power in 

this country who are determined to enforce conformity to what they want to define as 

“normal.” They have a vision of how people are supposed to be, and they are 

determined to punish anyone who is outside of that box, whether they be gay or trans or 

immigrant or atheist or feminist or BIPOC or whatever doesn’t quite fit their mold. It’s a 

terrifying and disheartening place to be in, when you see those walls closing in to try to 

limit our human diversity, the range of our possibilities. We want to push back. We need 

to push back. But we need something better than a shoving match. We need a 

celebration—an out-loud, big-hearted affirmation that we are committed to a vision of 

humanity that won’t be confined anyone’s narrow conception of “normal.” We need to 

practice actively living outside the box. 

 



And so, all across the world, when the threats appear, people find ways to respond  that 

are just nutty enough to step a few more people onto a different track.  When Fred 

Phelps and the Westboro Baptist church traveled the country with horrific anti-gay signs 

and chants, protesting even such tender gatherings as funerals, angels started showing 

up. Well, people dressed as angels, who stood silently with giant wings blocking all view 

of the hateful signs.  

 

More recently, a group has formed called Birds Aren’t Real. They promote the absurd 

conspiracy theory that from 1959-2001 the government killed off all birds, and replaced 

them with bird-replica drones to spy on us. It’s a parody social movement, and now folks 

from Birds Aren’t Real show up at protests where sincere conspiracy theorists are 

peddling their propaganda, poking fun at the willingness of people to chase down rabbit 

holes into utterly unreasonable convictions. 

 

One of my favorite creative protests happened back in 2001.  Jaggi Singh became, for a 

time, Canada’s most famous activist, after he was arrested for his association with a 

medieval-style wooden catapult used to fling teddy bears and other stuffed cuddlies over 

the barricade designed to keep protesters out at the WTO protests in Quebec.  The 

police responded to this playful protest with predictable violence, and globalization 

continued apace.  And yet, all these years later, I am left with the image of a stuffed pink 

dragon merrily sailing through a cloud of tear gas, and the strange conviction that it 

might, somehow, still be possible to fly. 

 

Going even farther back, you might have heard of Peace Pilgrim, the silver haired 

woman who, from 1953 to 1981 walked more than 25,000 miles on a personal 

pilgrimage for peace. She vowed to “remain a wanderer until mankind has learned the 

way of peace, walking until given shelter and fasting until given food.”  And so she did, 

walking and talking and living peace, simply because it seemed to her the thing to do.  

John Robbins, in an article entitled “Reflections on Peace Pilgrim’s Life,” writes: “The 

level of violence in our world is so great that sometimes it takes somebody who is really 

radical, somebody who really challenges all the assumptions of the culture, someone 

who steps outside of the typical ways of dressing and behaving and talking and 

conforming, and who just grabs the situation by the throat, and says, ‘I’m going to be 

different! I’m going to live a life that is so peaceful, and so happy, and so joyful—that I’m 

going to do my part. I’m going to find inner peace, and I’m going to share it, and that’s 

what I’m going to do!’” 

 



“I’m going to be different.  I’m going to live a life that is so peaceful, and so happy, and 

so joyful—that I’m going to do my part.”  Your part may not be to walk around the world 

(twice—literally—if you figure by distance), praying for peace.  You may never, like 

Albert Schweitzer, leave behind a brilliant academic career to practice medicine in a 

sweltering jungle.  You may never, like Ghandi, turn the world on its head by proving that 

gentleness can prevail over violence.  You may not even care to publicly embarrass 

yourself by waltzing around a local park with a dog. But there may be—dare I say, there 

is—some small, surprising, thing you can do that is so filled with revolutionary joy that 

the world moves a tiny step in some new direction. In this world that is so heavy, so filled 

with grief over things that we can’t control, from mass shootings to Supreme Court 

Decisions, perhaps the best we can do is to find something—anything—that will shift us 

lightly in the direction of a new story line. As Wendell Berry says:  

 

So, friends, every day do something  

that won’t compute.  Love the Lord. 

Love the world.  Work for nothing…. 

Love someone who does not deserve it. 

Denounce the government and embrace 

the flag.  Hope to live in that free 

republic for which it stands…. 

Ask the questions that have no answers…. 

Expect the end of the world. Laugh. 

Laughter is immeasurable.  Be joyful 

though you have considered all the facts…. 

Practice resurrection.  

   [Wendell Berry] 

 

Closing Reading: “Bullies” 

Might as well admit it: 

the bullies are running the school. 

No teacher, no parent, no principal 

is stepping in. They will take  

what they can, add it to their hoard, 

and toss some bright coin 

of power to the henchmen 

who roam the halls.  I wish 

I knew how to make it safe. 

I wish I knew how to send us all 

back to science or language or music 

or math or whatever it was  



that we came here to do. I wish. 

  

The bullies will not be satisfied, 

because brutality does not satisfy. 

They have set the terms 

of a game no one can win. 

It may come down to the need to hide. 

  

But don’t hide out alone. 

We are gathering in the library, 

behind the science fiction stacks. 

We are holed up in the art room 

with our colored pens, and we 

are yelling in soundproofed 

practice rooms. We have brought 

  

  

our instruments to the band. 

We have brought our voices to the choir. 

We still have words to print 

in the bulletin and the yearbook 

and in the poetry chapbook  

we expect no one to read.  

We are plotting behind the bleachers,  

and we are still determined 

to put on the play. We probably 

won’t catch the conscience of the king, 

who is utterly without shame, 

but we have come together 

to learn our lines, to sing our songs, 

to live the lives  

the bullies cannot imagine. 

  
 

 


